
CAROL’S QUIZ – ANSWERS TO WEEK 47

1.

What is New York’s largest borough? QUEENS

2.

In which town was the first Co-operative Society established in England?

ROCHDALE

3

The ‘Antiguan Racer’ is the world’s rarest species of what? A SNAKE

4.

What name is given to the medical procedure that involves drilling a hole in the skull?

TREPANNING

5.

In America, what is known as the Mormon State? UTAH

6.

If canine refers to refers to dogs, what refers to foxes? VULPINE

7.

Which former P.M. is known as ‘The Grand Old Man’? (first name) WILLIAM

GLADSTONE

8.

What was issued for a film for the first time in 1950? X CERTIFICATE

9.

Gulliver’s Travels – what was the name given to the race of humans? YAHOOS

10.

Which bond villain was played by Christopher Walken, in ‘View to a Kill? ZORIN

11.

Before her Coronation, the Queen wore the Crown around ‘the house’. TRUE

12.

Alan Pinkerton (detective agency) did not die by the gun, but by biting his tongue?

TRUE

13.

The first English film to use the word ‘homosexual’ was in 1931? FALSE – 1961, IN A

FILM CALLED VICTIM

14.

The ‘inch’ was defined by Henry III as the length covered by 3 barleycorns. TRUE

15.

Stars of the Andromeda Galaxy can be seen 1.1m light years away. FALSE – 2.2m

MILES AWAY – BEFORE HUMANS APPEARED ON EARTH!

16.

If you are left-handed, the nails on your right hand will grow slower and vice versa.

TRUE

17.

The human body contains enough sulphur to kill the fleas on a dog. TRUE

18.

The human body contains some 10,000 miles of veins and capillaries. FALSE –

50,000 MILES

19.

The jaw muscles can work longer than any other muscle, without tiring. TRUE

20.

Income tax was first introduced by Oliver Cromwell. FALSE – IT WAS PITT THE

YOUNGER


